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Returning students surprised 
when ID-Cards prove useless
Residents bear burden o f 
chronic elevator failure
by Cheri Me/one
As of the beginning of the spring 
semester, all on-campus students that 
have a thin black stripe on the back of 
their IDcards, must have them updated 
at the ID-card office in Bohn Mall, said 
Director of Residence Life Margarec 
Colcman-Cartcr.
if  the Student ID cards are not up­
dated, students will not be able to use 
their cards to enter their dorm, apart­
ment (Clove Road), or eat in the cafete­
rias. “There is no charge for the new ID *
card,” said Colcman-Cartcr.
The changes came about as a result 
of a new system that is being installed 
throughout the campus. So far, the 
system has been installed in all cafete­
rias and dorms on campus.
hvcntually, the system will expand 
to the bookstore, vending machines, 
laundry, free flow and the convenience 
stores. Students will be able to obtain 
money from free flow and buy books 
without a deferment slip, just by using 
their ID cards.
Colcman-Cartcr says that Residence 
I .i te has known about the changes since 
December of 1995, but was unaware of 
“bow many students that did not have 
the updated ID card.” Colcman-Cartcr 
says that “for about two years, all ID 
cards have been printed with a large 
stripe on top and a smaller stripe on the 
bottom of the back.”
Many students who live on campus 
were confused to find that their ID
cards did not work w hen they tried to 
enter their dorm or eat in the cafeteria. 
Senior Kelly Schab of l reeman Mali 
said, “ I found out my ID didn’t work 
when I tried to punch into my dorm on 
Monday. I was very annoyed because I 
felt we should have been sent a notice 
about the change.”
Junior Mike Mansuy of the Clove 
Road Apartments found out his ID card 
did not work, “w hen I went to cat in the 
cafeteria in Blanton Hall.”
Although most students were per­
mitted to enter their dorms and eat in 
the cafeteria with the old ID, many 
were inconvenienced because of the 
long lines at the ID card office on Tues­
day. Freshman MilagroCollazo tried to 
get her new ID on Tuesday, “ but there 
were just too many people,” she said.
Direetorof Bohn I Ialljoc DiMiehele 
says that his hall, “posted notices in the 
lounge and all floors about the ID change 
on Sunday afternoon.” I lesaid, “When 
students come in with the wrong ID 
they are still processed through, but 
they are told to get a new ID as soon as 
possible.”
DiMiehele said, “The new system 
has some kinks but will become much 
faster once the kinks are worked out.”
“The ID office was open both Sun­
day and Monday w'ith very little lines,” 
said Associate Director of Residence 
Life Connie Spencer, “but Tuesday 
was very bad because many on-campus 
students came back on Monday night."
by Matthew Connolly
Students returning to Blanton Mall 
on Monday were faced with the same 
problem that they left at the end of last 
semester - broken elevators. Repair 
work due to be carried out during the 
recess was held up in part by the recent 
adverse weather conditions.
Assistant Direetorof Facilities Doug 
Cooper said that work was scheduled 
with a deadline of Jan. 14, however 
three days had been lost on the job 
because of the blizzard.
Workers bn Monday were unsure of 
when the maintenance would be com­
pleted and elevator service restored. 
Work was supposedly being carried out 
around the clock to expedite the repairs 
as quickly as possilbe.
Site supervisor Sam Dcvercaux said 
that the elevators had been an ongoing 
problem for a while; that it was an anti­
quated system and the system as a whole 
needed redesigning to provide a more 
efficient service.
Students and parents, moving pos­
sessions into the building, were taking 
the difficulties in their stride, another 
spokesperson said. “They are com­
plaining, but being considerate.”
On a stairway barely wide enough for 
two unencumbered people to pass, resi­
dents had to carry items such as boxes of 
books, laundry baskets full of clothes, 
bulky stereo systems and even refrig­
erators up three or four flights.
One student, Betsy Matos, said, “ I 
don’t understand why we have and el­
evator because it’s always broken. When 
we left it was broken and it’s broken
when.we got back.”
A fifth floor resident l If Scblender 
said of the elevators, “They are moody. 
They work every so often.”
Aline McMahon, a dance major, 
said, “Not only did I sprain my ankle 
on an unplowcd sidewalk, but now I 
have to hop up the stairs to my room 
because the elevator doesn’t work.”
A sign at the entrance to Blanton 
I lull promised an elevator service by 
l ues. Jan. 16. However this promise 
was not met.
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News from the outside worldM im k '
The week in review
C om piled by Genie F e ran  from The New  York lim e s and The S ta r  Ledger.
International National
Ethnic Conflict Escalates in Russia: a band of Budget Talks Stalled (Again): Budget talks in
Chechen rebels stormed a hospital in a southern Washington are suspended while both sides say
Russian city, taking some 2,000 hostages in their they are optimistic a compromise is still possible.
quest for an independent republic of Chechnya. Speculation has it that no agreement is in sight
Russian troops took aim at the rebels after reports until elections in November, but most govern-
they had killed some of the hostages. The battle ment workers are back at their desks. Newt
widened as the rebels hijacked a ferry in Turkey Gingrich is said to be seeking a way to fund the
bound for Russia. Sympathizers in Turkey are federal programs he believes are necessary, while
said to be aiding the rebels. overriding President Clinton’s vetoes. A meeting
Ethnic Conflict in Bosnia: Under a shroud of has been scheduled to take place later this week.
secrecy, President Clinton recently visited Ameri- East Coast's Billion Dollar Blizzard: Economists
can troops in Bosnia. As an international military in Washington estimated last week’s paralyzing
presence in the region tries to maintain the peace, snowstorm will cost $1.5 billion in damages and
evidence mounts that Bosnian Serb leader. lost revenue. T he storm affected a total o f 15
Radovan Karadzic, is becoming increasingly iso- states, many of which have been declared disaster
lated from within his own people. Members of his areas and will be eligible for federal aid, including
party have denounced the war. New York and New Jersey.
Mitterand is Buried in France: Leaders of France Downsized at AT&T: New Jersey’s largest pri-
and the world said their goodbyes to former Presi- vate employer, A T& T, began its first wave of
dent Francois Mitterand in Notre Dame Cathe- layoffs, eliminating 2,000 jobs nationwide, 700 in
dral, while his family laid his body to rest in the New Jersey. In an effort to become more produc-
town of his birth. Loved by some and hated by tive, A T& T plans to break up into three distinct
others, Mitterand, along with Chancellor Kohl of companies and lay off a total of 48,500 people
Germany, is credited with making the concept of worldwide.
a united Europe a reality. Clemency for a  Killer: Governor Jim Ed par of
BattieforLeadership in Greece: The resignation of Illinois issued bis first grant of clemency to death
Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou, severely ill row prisoner Guinevere Garcia. Garcia is the
for months, has marked the beginning of a leader- second woman on death row in the U.S. slated for
ship struggle in Greece, but Socialists are ex- execution, and was described as resigned to her
peered to stav in power until at least 1997. No fate of death by lethal injection. Death penalty
strong candidates seem likely to emerge as o f yet. opponents, including celebrity human rights ac-
Japan gets New Prime M inister: Rvutaro tivist Bianca Jagger, claim Garcia’s traumatic child-
I lashimoto, of the Liberal Democratic Party which hood made her a victim, not a criminal deserving
has ruled Japan for most of the postwar period, is a death sentence. Gov. Edgar commuted her
said to be nationalistic and conservative, and tin- sentence to life imprisonment, without the possi-
apologetic for Japan’s role in World War 11. bility of parole.
Pilot Blamed for Cali Crash: A Colombian avia- State Educator Speaks Out on A IDS Education:
tion official said that navigational and recording Judith Billings, Washington State’s top educator,
data on the American Airlines flight that crashed emphasized the importance of AIDS education in
near Cali on Dec. 20 verified pilot error as the publicschoolsafterannouncingshe had contracted
cause of the crash. the disease through artificial insemination. She
Peacekeepers to Stav in H aiti: Acknowledging vowed to use her own case to educate others on the
that problems are likely to persist in Haiti, the subject, especially children, that AIDS does not
United States, United Nations and Haiti have discriminate. At least 12 states are trying to limit
agreed to retain a small peacekeeping force. How- or eliminate AIDS education in public schools.
ever, no American troops w’ill be involved in the U.S. Court Hears Case Regarding Gay Troops: I n
peacekeeping force and all soldiers are to leave the first appellate test of the Pentagon’s two-year-
when the President-elect, Rene Preval, takes over old policy on homosexuals, a government lawyer
in February. The military presence includes troops defended the constitutionality of the “ Don’t ask,
from France, Canada, Bangladesh and Pakistan. don’t tell” regulations, arguing that they are nec-
Mexican Leaders Applaud Arrest: The Mexican essary to preserve order and discipline in the
government portrayed the arrest of Juan Garcia ranks. A lawyer for 6 gay service members coun-
Abrego, the country’s billionaire drug trafficker, as tered that the policy violates the First Amend-
a trophy in a campaign against “crime, corruption ment and Equal Protection clause of the Constitu-
and impunity.” Abrego had an extensive drug tion, and caters to possible prejudices of hetero-
network on both coasts of the United States. sexual troops. A ruling is expected in a few
China Tightens News Flow: Citing national seen- months.
rity, China announced it would restrict the flow of Move Against Hate Groups: A leading Jewish
economic information, namely Reuters and Dow human rights organization has sent letters to hun-
Jones. Western executives questioned the wis- dreds of universities and other institutions provid-
dom of this decision saying that members of the ingaccess to the Internet, asking them to refuse to
Chinese leadership still don’t fully understand carry messages promoting racism, anti-Semitism
how the freedom of information is fundamental to and violence.
economic success.
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Campus Police Report compiled by Kristinn Matbison
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF
Dec. 14 at 6:11 p m. a stu­
dent reported witnessing a 86 
Toyota Tercel break the gate 
in Lot 7. The license plat num­
ber was obtained and the owner, 
a Freeman Hall resident, was 
contacted. No criminal charges 
were filed. The owner of the 
car will be billed for the dam­
ages.
Dec. 15 at 6:30 a.m. an em­
ployee of the Student Center 
reported the lock to the gate of 
the cafeteria damaged.
Dec. 18 between 4:50 and 
7:30 p.m. in Lot 22 a male re­
ported his ’92 Acura Legend 
passenger side window 
smashed. His cellular phone, 
books, Walkman and sunglasses 
were stolen.
Dec. 18 at 7:55 p.m. in Lot 
26 a male reported his ’92 Lexus 
rear driver’s side window 
smashed.
Dec. 31 between 8:30 a.m. 
and 12:30p.m. in Dickson Hall 
the hard drive of a computer in 
Brand Lecture Hall was erased.
THEFT
Dec. 13 -  19  in the Student
Center Class One Con­
certs reported that an add­
ing machine was stolen 
from the office. It was not 
determined whether the 
room was secure at a 
times.
Dec. 14 between 3 and 
5 p.m. in theStudentCen- 
ter a male reported his 
Clifton High School ring 
stolen in the bathroom af­
ter taking it off to wash his 
hands.
Dec. 18 between 12 and 
12:30p.m. in Dickson I lull 
a female reported her bag 
stolen after leaving it on a 
chair in the hallway.
Dec. 20 a female stu­
dent reported that she did not 
receive her financial aid check 
and that it had been cashed. 
Cam pus police contacted a 
check cashing service and ob­
tained a photo ID of the sus­
pect. T he service will make 
restitution to the female with 
the cancelled check. No crimi­
nal charges were filed.
Dec. 21 at 10 p.m. in the 
Student Center two cash boxes 
with a total value of $600 were
stolen from the office of the 
manager of the dining service. 
'The safe was open also.
Dec. 21 - 23 a ‘90 Toyota 
Celica was found with its driv­
ers side door handle and door 
damaged. A Sony Discman, 
radar detector and adaptor was 
stolen.
Dec. 22 - 28 in College Hall 
a female employee reported 
that money was stolen out of 
her desk.
Jan. 1 in McEachcrn 
Music Building the key­
board from a piano and 
three sets of pedals were 
reported stolen.
Jan. 4 at 12:15 p.m. in 
Panzer Gym a male re­
ported his wallet stolen 
from his locker.
ATTEMPTED THEFT 
OF A M OTOR VE­
HICLE
Dec. 18 between 12:30 
and 2:32 p.m. in Lot 22 a 
’90 Nissan 300ZX passen­
ger side window was 
smashed and the ignition 
key switch damaged.
DISORDERLY CON­
DUCT
Dec. 19 between 7:15 and 8 
p.m. officers responded to a 
group yelling and fighting in 
the Blanton/Bohn Quad. After 
the group dispersed, one of the 
suspects went into Bohn Hall 
and began making comments 
about Campus Police’s author­
ity on campus. T he dormitory 
director was notified. The mat­
ter will be handled through
Residence Life.
HARASSMENT
Dec. 15 at 1:40 a.m. a Free­
man Hall female resident re­
ported that a male friend came 
to her room and after an argu­
ment about their relationship, 
threatened her. No complaint 
was signed and the suspect 
agreed to no further contact 
with the resident.
Dec. 16 at 12:50 p.m. in Lot 
9 a female reported that while 
she was picking up her daugh­
ter at the bus stop a vehicle 
with a male driver and female 
passenger called to the daugh­
ter and asked her to come into 
theircar. No further action was 
taken.
ASSIST OTHER AGENCY
Dec. 21 at 8:35 p.m. the 
Statewide Police Emergency 
Network notified Campus Po­
lice that the suspects of a motor 
vehicle theft in Little Falls are 
in the area. Officers observed 
the suspects in Lot 27 with the 
surveillance camera. T h ey  
claimed that the car belonged
Continued on p. 4
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Students’ grades delayed by Blizzard of ’96
by Tow Hour!
Trafficwasn’t the only thing 
the Blizzard o f 1996 
inconvienienced. Report cards 
for the fall semester were held 
up due to the extremely in­
clement weather, according to 
Registrar Denise DeBlasio.
“Three states were in a state 
o f emergency. As a result, 
grades for the fall 1995 semes­
ter were delayed. They were 
mailed out in three batches on 
Jan 10, 11, and 12, blit grades 
were processed on time and 
grades were available on VRS 
(Voice Response System) as of 
Jan 3. We had a lot of kids 
calling us on Jan 2, Jan 3, and 
Jan 4.
There were also days where 
we had as many as 2,200 calls 
made to the system and other 
days where we had 1,200.”
DeBlasioadded thatshecan 
not give exact statistics on how 
many students called the VRS 
for grade information since the 
system is presently not capable 
of recording specific data on 
usage.
DeBlasio credited the VRS 
with avoidingan in-person reg­
istration session which would
have taken place around the 
time of the blizzard. “The time 
the blizzard hit would have 
been the week in-person regis­
tration would have been held. 
During the storm, I sat home 
looking out the window and 
thinkingwhat it would had been 
like if in-person registration 
took place. Instead, kids were 
getting grades and making 
changes in their schedules at 
home. If we didn’t have voice 
response grading up and work­
ing, I would have been very 
grey,” DeBlasio said, pointing 
to her hair.
Concerning report cards, 
DeBlasio stressed that her per­
sonnel did their utmost to get 
fall grades in the mail. “When 
the last storm hit on Jan 12, the 
university closed at 12:30 pm. 
We hung around to get the last 
batch ofgradesoutand the mail 
room staff also hung around to 
get the job done. All students 
have their grades by mail now 
or will have them shortly.”
DeBlasio said that her per­
sonnel have been streamlining 
operations by informing stu­
dents on line at the Office of 
the Registrar about the VRS.
“We were telling students, ‘If 
you are on line for grades, you 
don't need to be on line. It’s on 
the VRS system.’”
DeBlasio added that the 
Office of the Registrar has been
providing on-the-spot grade 
reports to students at their re­
quest.
Any MSU student can find 
out about their fall grades by
Elevator, con't 
from p. 1________
Cooper explained that the 
intention was to work on re­
placing the elevator car con­
trollers one at a time, in order to 
ensure one car was always in 
service. However, Elevator 
Maintenance Corp., the com­
pany responsible for the work, 
shut down both shafts with the 
assurance they could meet the 
deadline.
Cooper also said that for the 
last two days Elevator Mainte­
nance Corp. has refused to man 
the job because of the conflict 
over the work deadline. How­
ever, negotiations had been tak­
ing place and the remaining 
work should be finished by F ri- 
day.
Cooper said that arrange­
ments have been made forany- 
one with disabilities to be able 
to utilize the guest rooms on 
the first floor in if proved nec­
essary.
Write for 
News!
calling the VRS at (201) 783- 
offering further assistance by 4008.
Police, con't from p„ 3
to one o f rhe passengers. The 
driver of the car was frisked 
and a weapon was found. The 
witness of the theft did not 
identify them as the suspects 
of the crime.
ARREST
Dee. 30 at 7:15 p.m. Jo­
seph Downey was charged 
and arrested with possession 
of a Controlled Dangerous 
Substance during a routine 
motor vehicle violation stop. 
The office detemiined a sus­
picious odor of a C DS. The 
occupants admitted to smok- 
ingmarijnana. The driver was 
arrested and found with three 
joints in his pocket. T he ear 
was pulled over for failure to 
stop at a stop sign on Clove 
Road,
SUSPICIOUS ODOR
Dec. 15 a Bohn Hall resi­
dent reported the odor of a 
C D S on the 13th floor. The 
dormitory director and offic­
ers responded, but Could not 
determine from where the 
odor originated.
MISCELLANEOUS
Dec. 8 the suspect arrested 
fot the attack on a female in 
one of the parking lots on 
March 28.1994 was sente need 
to 207 days in the county jail 
plus time served and four 
years probation.
President Reid reported 
that a car was disabled in his 
driveway. Officers responded 
and found a male with an an­
tique gun in his glove com­
partment. His license and 
registration were suspended, i 
The male claimed to be there 
to get better reception on his 
cellular phone. N o criminal 
charges were filed.
SUMMER SESSION(S) 1996 FIN AN CIAL A ID
APPLICATION DEADLINES:
FEBRUARY 1,1996: M UST HAVE FILED 1995-96 FAFSA 
MARCH 1, 1996: SUBMIT 95-96 SAR A N D  SUBM IT
SUMMER SESSIONS APPLICATION  
APRIL 8-16, 1996: COMPLETE TELEPHONE REGISTRATION
APPLICATIONS AN D  INFORM ATION ARE 
AVAILABLE N O W  IN THE FIN AN CIAL A ID  
O FFIC E, C O LLEG E HALL RO O M  321.
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MSU struggling to recover from record-setting Blizzard ‘96
by Tom Baud
The MSU Department of Facilities 
Maintenance is still in the processofclcan- 
injijup the campus, according to Assistant 
Engineer in Charge James Brighton and 
Grounds Supervisor Elmo Crocker. 
Rcgardingsnowremoval, Brighton is cur­
rently supervising parking lot operations 
whereas Crocker is overseeing cleanup 
efforts throughout the campus proper. 
The anti-snow offensive comes in the 
wake of the worst winter storm in history 
which hit the tri-state full force on Jan. 8. 
According to the front page of the Jan. 9 
Star ledger, a record 27.8 inches had fallen 
in Newark, not to mention accumulations 
as high as three feet in many other areas of 
Northern Jersey.
Regarding the parking lots, Brighton 
said that maintenance workers arc still 
struggling on getting the white stuff off 
the lots. “ It’s a matter of rolling the snow 
to the far side and stacking it. This in­
volves using such equipment as a front- 
end loaderwithaspecially designed snow 
basket as well as a backhoe rigged strictly 
for snow.” Brighton added that plowing 
operations are complicated by the steep 
inclines in some the lots. “It’s hard to 
plow in places like Lot 24 because the lot 
is on a steep angle,” Brighton said.
In terms of campus roads, Brighton 
said that the refreezing which occurs after 
salting causes difficulties. “We go out 
every morning (to salt) and every time 
campus police calls us. We use grits which 
is a mixture of salt and sand. The problem 
is the ice refreezes after we salt. We can 
peel off most of the ice if the sun comes 
out. However, if the sun doesn’t come 
out, the plows won’t move the ice.”
He advised MSU commuters to use lot 
28 in heavy snow periods. “Lot 28 is the 
furthest away from the campus, but it’s 
the best lot to go to after a storm. It’s level 
and it has shuttle service.” Brighton esti­
mated that lot conditions will be back to 
normal by early next week. 
Crocker also underlined that refreezing 
poses difficulties with sidewalk opera­
tions. “At night, it’s only a matter of min­
utes before the ice refreezes. You see, 
we’re on the top of a mountain where ice 
freezes a lot quicker. Right now, we’re 
hitting all the trouble spots. We’re widen­
ing the sidewalks by salting, waiting an 
hour or two, and then dislodging the ice. 
We use $850 worth of salt each time we h it 
the sidewalks on campus.”
Crocker said that ice can’t be taken 
care off by brute force alone. “You can’t 
break the ice. You got to have something
like salt to penetrate it. You can’t push 
solid ice with a hladc. Not only will the 
blade fail to get through, but you run the 
risk of destroying your equipment. You 
can put sand down for traction, hut we 
can’t use sand in our spreaders.
Sand is moist and it clumps and binds 
when when it comes down through the 
spreader, so I have to use pure salt," 
Crocker said.
Crocker added that the essential ele­
ment in any snow removal operation is 
persistent effort. “It is critical for us to 
keep at it. Whenever you roll snow off of 
a sidewalk or road, it doubles on you. For 
sidewalks, you can’t let more than four to 
five inches of snow pile up. Otherwise, 
the machines can’t handle it. It’s been a 
real challenge. I’ve been here 32 years 
and this has been the worst winter. My 
people have been working in shifts of 8, 
10, and 12 hours to get the job done.”
Students stand in front of large snow
yrrrrrrir
by Rita Bronnenkant
FR E E  E-MAIL! All registered stu­
dents at Montclair State University are 
entitled to an email account. It has 
already been paid for by student fees 
and taxpayerdollars. Howdoyouopen 
an email account? Go to any computer 
lab. The account creation procedure 
should be posted in each lab. Every lab 
assistant is familiar with it. Students 
need to know their social security num­
ber and their four digit PIN number 
from registration. You will be prompted 
to create a password of six or more 
letters and/or numbers. Be sure to read 
the statement on Responsible Com­
puting. Take if seriously—the Uni­
versity does. Those students with 
TEMPORARY social security num­
bers issued by the Registrar (begin­
ning with 95 or 96) should refrain from 
opening their account until they re­
ceive their permanent SS#.
Now that I ’ve got it, what do /  do with 
it? Communicate.I know one profes­
sor who runs a paperless class. He 
emails assignments, students email him 
their work, he makes his corrections 
and comments and emails it back. Yes, 
you still go to class.
What else? 'The Alpha system is 
more than email. At the $ prompt type 
MENU <enter>. This is the list of all
the things you can do with your account. 
Check the library to see if they have the 
book you want and if it’s available. T  elnet 
to remote hosts to find information. FT P 
(File Transfer Protocol) will download 
files from remote hosts to your Alpha 
account. Maple V3 is a math program. 
Lynx is a text-only web browser.
So, what is the Internet andthe Worldwide 
Web? The Internet is a network of net­
works. A network is a group of computers 
linked together so they can communi­
cate. Thousands of networks are con­
nected via the Internet. These networks 
have millions of computers and users. 
Find out more about it from the Internet 
Society at http://info.isoc.org on Lynx. 
The Web is “...a hypertext system that 
helps you travel around the world elec­
tronically, looking for information” . {The 
Complete Idiot's Guide to the Internet) You 
can research virtually any topic.
What is a  home page or web page? It’s a 
specific site you visit by entering it’s ad­
dress (known as a .U R L —Uniform Re­
source Locator) in a web browser. The 
URL for the Internet Society is http:// 
info.isoc.org. To find it in Lynx, hit the 
G key. It prompts you for the URL, type 
itin<enter>. OffitgoestothatURL. Use 
the arrow keys to move through the site. 
If you place the cursor on any highlighted 
text and <enter>, it will jump to that
place, which can be either in the same site 
or in a totally different location. Think of 
it as a magazine that directs you to turn to 
a certain page.
Who has a  web page or home page? Aca­
demic institutions, the government, non­
profit organizations, businesses, the mili­
tary, and just plain people. The MSU 
home page is http://www.montclair.edu
Can I do this from home? If you have a 
computer with a modem, a phone line 
connectionand communications software, 
you can log on to Alpha from home by 
dialing up the system at 201/655-5434 or 
7580. If it is not a local call, you will be 
paying phone company charges. Be ad­
vised that you cannot use America On 
Line, Prodigy, CompuServe, etc. to log on 
to Alpha. You can, however, use their 
graphical web browsers to reach the MSU 
home page.
I ’m computer phobic! How will I ever 
leant this stu ff?
The Virtual University is offering free 
classes via email on the I nternet, the world 
wide Web, dreams, healing wisdom, eco­
nomics of the web, and a variety of other 
subjects. Browse their course catalog at 
http://horizons.org or obtain the calendar 
of classes and enrollment details by send- 
ingemailtoCalendai^Horizons.Org.You 
can enroll from the website via Lynx. 
Professors, you can enroll yourentire class
if you wish. I have taken a couple of 
their courses and found them useful. 
They are all self-guided. The info is 
emailed to you at regular intervals. 
Read it at your leisure. No books to 
buy, no mandatory homework. Best of 
all, no tuition.
Exactly how do I email the Virtual 
University or anyone else?
1. Log on to your Alpha account.
2. At $ prompt type M AIL <enter>
3. At M AIL> type in SEND<e>
4. At TO: type in
pony%”Calendai@Horizons.Org” <e> 
(Note the % and the double quotes 
used before Calendar and after Org.)
5. At Subject: type in whatever 
subject <e>
6. Now type in your message, put 
your name at the end as you would in 
a paper letter. Even if you forget to 
give your name, your Username (last 
name plus first initial) and your email 
address always appear in the recipient’s 
email.
7. To send if off: Ctrl+Z . You will 
see the word EXIT. Your mail has 
been sent. (Changed your mind? In­
stead of Ctrl+Z, use Ctrl+C to cancel. 
You cannot cancel mail that has al­
ready gone out.)
Well, you have just mastered Email- 
101. Aren’t you proud of yourself?
M ONTH . AKION
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Do you feel lost? Maybe this will help.
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Your Last Chance to See Treble Dutch
by Matthew Connolly
It was billed as a once in a lifetime 
event. The chance to see 21 of the 35 
known Vermeer paintings in the world. 
They didn’t mention that the lifetime 
involved was the wait in line to get tickets 
to wait in anotherqueue to get in. Thanks 
to private funding the National Gallery’s 
'Johannes Venneer1632-1675’ was the only 
thingopen in Washington duringthe gov­
ernment shut down and this undoubtedly 
swelled an already eager crowd. It was 
worth the wait though.
For masterpieces like The Geographer 
from the Stadelsches Kunstinstituit in 
Frankfurt (never lent before). The 
Lace maker from the Louvre and the N a­
tional Gallery of Ireland’s Lady writing a  
letter (stolen in 1986 and recovered and 
restored in 1993) to be on display together 
is a tribute to the organizational and per­
suasive skills of the museum curators. 
Vermeer’s work is typical of the Old Mas­
ter sty le  with concerns for balance and 
harmony and spatial relations. The light­
ing of his subjects is superb, it enlivens 
every canvas.
My favorite painting in the exhibition 
was Girl with a  Pearl Earring.; it is a gem ! 
The gleam in the girl’s eyes echoed by the 
iridescent pearl earring is wonderful. Hav­
ing been recently cleaned and restored 
previously unrecognized features have 
been revealed introducing elements of 
doubt into earlier analysis of the picture. 
What was regarded as a pearl earring may 
in fact be a much larger silver or glass ball. 
This theory isamplifted byflecksofwhite 
on the girl’s shoulder; possibly glints of 
light reflected or focused by the jewelry. 
This adds a much deeper element to the 
portrait as at the time Vermeer was ac­
quainted with Leeuwenhoek, the inven­
tor of a type of microscope. The use of 
lenses was still in its infancy but Vermeer 
appears to have experimented with a 
Camera Obscura in some of his paintings.
Another painting shows how restora­
tion can change the intent and even title 
of a work. /I Woman WeighingGo/d is now 
more clearly seen as a pregnant woman 
with all her worldly possessions in front of 
her, perhaps a woman weighing her life. 
Again there is a much deeper meaning.
As I proceeded though the bustle of 
the exhibition crowd I was struck by the 
contrast of the calm subjects on view. 
They were indifferent to the bally hoo 
around them, displaying an inner peace 
and serenity that perhaps we all seek.
No peace or serenity however at the 
Metropolitan Museum in New York.
Another Dutch Old Master is on exhibi­
tion there. Or is he? Rembrandt Nor 
Rembrandt, the museum draws from its 
own collection of over 40 paintings and 
dozens of drawings to present an interest- 
ingproblemofartisticattribution. Hubert 
von Sonnenburg, head of paintings and 
conservation and Walter Liedtkc, curator 
of Dutch and Flemish paintings debate 
the hand of the master in a number of 
works, concluding that 18 out of 42 paint­
ings may be genuine Rembrandts. Both 
give explanations for their opinions but 
confusion still reigns.
With most of the paintings that talent 
is obvious but whether it is Rembrandt or 
one of his many pupils or admirers is less 
certain. Perhaps it is good that “connois- 
seurship” has lead to the recognition of 
other talented artists once thought to be 
Rembrandt originals. After all, great art 
should be appreciated-not just the de­
signer name labels.
Piet Mondrian is often mistaken as just 
a designer, not an artist, but an excellent 
exhibition as the Museum of Modern Art 
gives the lie to this. Mondrian completes 
my dutch troika and I have saved the best 
until last. Not just because of the quality 
of the paintings on show but also because 
of the way they are displayed. The paint­
ings express a joy and verve for life, and 
the exhibition is laid out in a logical and 
educational manner.
It carefully traces Mondrian’s work 
from his early days in Holland, through 
his time in Paris to his arrival in the States. 
It catalogs his growth as an artist from 
impressionist leanings, through Cubism, 
Theosophy and Modernism to the ab­
stract Neo-plasticism he is most well 
known for. You can clearly see the influ­
ence artists such as Matisse, Seurat, Van 
Gogh, Munch, Picasso and Braque had on 
his technique and development.
The Jazz music that Mondrian was 
first exposed to in the 1920’s Parisian 
cafes and bars also strongly affected his 
work. Rhythm, and harmony, as well as 
syncopation are evident on his canvases. 
What may be viewed as simply black 
lines on white backgrounds with splashes 
of color blocks are so much more. T hey 
have life, movement and joy. The m as­
terpiece Broadway Boogie Woogie per­
haps sums up all that Mondrian was 
attempting to express. It is a busy, bus­
tling work with elements of confusion 
that when put together form a kind of 
chaotic harmony. I sat and enjoyed this 
painting for 15 minutes, it has that qual­
ity to it, almost like listening to music.
12 Monkeys: A Journey into Confusion
by Lorren Magnus
12 Monkeys, a new futuristic thriller 
directed by Terry Gilliam, dishes out 
slices of schizophrenia, time travel, a 
deadly virus, the possibility of an apoca­
lypse, and many bouts o f confusion for its 
audience.
The story begins by introducing the 
main character, James Cole (Bruce Willis), 
a prisoner in a futuristic prison in a year 
unknown. I Ie is offered a pardon if he 
“volunteers” totravel back to 1996 to stop 
a deadly virus that wipes out almost the 
entire world population.
Needless to say, the story gets very 
complicated and puzzling. A glitch in his 
time travel sends Cole to the year 1990, 
where he is mistaken for a crazy vagrant 
and is placed in a mental institution. There 
Cole is befriended by fellow inmate Jeffery 
(Brad Pitt), who teaches him the ropes 
while in the institution. Cole is also stud­
ied by the county psychiatrist Katherine 
Railly (Madaline Stowe), who claims to 
have “met” Cole somewhere before.
Then after a successful escape, Cole 
finally reaches the year 19%, and encoun­
ters the same people he knew in 1990. To
make a long story short, Cole must find 
the virus supposedly spread by a group 
known as the 12 Monkeys. But what Cole 
finds, with the help of Jeffery and Dr. 
Railly, is not what he expected. They 
eventually correct the problem with the 
12 Monkeys, but this is where the story 
gets really bad.
After solving the initial problem, Cole 
and Dr. Raillyare confronted with the real 
ignitors of a virus. But, then someone 
dies, and the movie ends, and they leave 
the audience hanging. The movie is 
hectic andifyoudon’tfollowitextremely 
closely, you will be lost for the whole 
thing.
This flick had good intentions, some 
great acting, and an almost interesting 
plot, but the way the story is told is unset­
tling and way too involved. Too much 
goes on at the same time, and time itself 
passes back and forth too quickly. This 
movie is great for those that love disturb­
ing films, but for those of you that enjoy a 
movie that you can understand and love at 
the same time, skip 12 Monkeys. There 
are lots of films to blow your hard earned 
$7.50 on, but this isn’t one of them.
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Campus Paperback Bestsellers
1. The CaMn And Hobbee Tenth Anniversary Book,
by BiH Wafterson. (Andrews & McMeel, $14 95.) Cartoons.
Chicken Soup For Th* Soul, by Jack Canfield and Mark Victor 
Hansen, (Hea/th Communicattons, $12.00.) Storie6 for heart S spim
3. Snow Falling On C*darm, by David Guterson. (Vintage, $12.00.) 
A Inal leads to memories of Japanese-Amencan internment.
The Lottery Winner, by Mary Higgins Clark. (Pocket, $6.99.) 
Short stones featuring Sleuth Ahnrah Meehan
5. Having Our Say, by Sarah L. Delany and A. Elizabeth Oetany 
with Amy Hill Hearth. (Dell, $5 99.) Reflector« by two black sisters
6. The ChrtatmM Box, by Richard PaJ Evans. (Evans Publ/Pubishers 
Ostr. Ctr., $4.95.) Young fam#y moves n wit! ekjerty widow.
Th* Stone Otarte*, by Carol Shields. (Penguin, $10.95.) 
A woman's life from childhood through old age.
How To Make An American Out It, by Whitney Otto (Ballando* 
$6.99.) Reminiscences of a guifting arde in a small town.
9. Don! Stand Too Cioè* To A Naked Man, by Tim Allen
(Hypenon, $5 99.) Meditations on life
10. Th* Far Sid* Gallary 5, by Gary Larson.
(Andrews A McMeel, $12.00.) Newest collection of cartoons.
O w paadfrr r i r H «fl by cm—g »  m m »  Ha amw+j C
New  G  Recommended
* oi (Unta Mvvno. y >oekai»e, Ctwwn  CA
Th# Wedding, by Dorothy West. (Anchor, $9.95.) Heartfelt and 
shattering tale weaving North and South, black and white, past and 
present, from slavery to the fifties
In Thme Glria, Hop* la A Muscle, by Madeleine Blais. (Warner, 
$11.99.) Follows one championship season in the lives of the Lady 
Hurricanes, a high school basketbal team from Amherst, MA
Fellcle'e Journey, by Wiliam Trevor. (Penguin, $10.95.) An unmarried 
Irish girt, pregnant and penniless is drifting through the English 
Midlands in search for her boyfriend who left her.
AieocunoMOVAMimcjuiMjeuiMiiaMATioNM. uaocunO H oraxiroci
Two If By Sea: Lacks 
Comic Inspiration
by John Springn/an geousenough to be funny, and the actors
Two If By Sc// with Sandra Bullock and bring nocomic mannerisms to rhe scene. 
Denis Leary is a triple-barrelled threat: a it’s a pointless, underwritten video clip, 
comedy that falls flat, a romance that fails Limiting the action to the mansion 
to convince, and a crime caper without weakens the comic element in I  w olf By 
twists and turns. It’s not an awful movie. Sen\ shifting focus to romance kills it. 
'There are enough elements to keep you Rozand Frank’s relationship is in trouble 
awake, but if you want utter mediocrity, because he’s a dopey, though good- 
stay home and watch McMillan and Wife hearted, thief who will never amount to 
reruns on A&E. anything, while Roz wants a house and a
Comedian Denis Leary, who also eo- familyand blah blah blah blah. Sensitive 
wrote the script, plays Frank, a small-time close-ups, sickly-sweet music and pic- 
dtief and Bullock is Roz, his cashier girl- ture-postcard shots of the sea hammer 
friend. The pair steals a valuable painting the viewer over the head with concern 
and flees to a wealthy seaside resort town that this epic love affair may be doomed, 
to await a buyer. F  rank and Roz both sport The most convincing part of the movie
annoying regional accents-he’s from Ba- was that Frank was a dim, irresponsible 
ston, she’s from New Yawk-in a half- loser who could never settle down to the 
hearted attempt to make this My Cousin domestic life that Roz craved. To me 
V/ntty Goes to Newport. Unfortunately this was so obvious that when she meets 
there’s not enough comic inspiration to a wealthy sophisticate, I was hoping she 
make it work. would dump Frank and go off with the
The movie does start out fairly promis- richguy. Since this would require screen­
ing with snappy patter between Roz and writer Denis Leary to de-emphasize ac- 
Frank as they’re pursued by the police, tor Denis Leary’s character, of course it 
'The chase scene, which continues onto a doesn’t happen. “True romance” be- 
train, is amusing, if not inspired. How- tweenthetop-billedstarsmustwinout- 
cver, once Roz and Frank break into an it’s in their contracts, 
unoccupied mansion and set up house- In bad movies, romantic rivals arc ! 
keeping, any comic momentum grinds to always revealed in the end as thieves or 
a halt. The script fails to set up any good scoundrels. Which brings us to the the 
comic interaction with the locals, and Leary crime caper portion of Two I f  By Sea. The 
and Bullock don’t have a special comic (or police who are hunting down the stolen 
romantic) spark to liven up their scenes painting are more interested in tracking 
together. down the buyer, an infamous stolen art-
Two sequences in particular fell flat, broker, than in busting Frank, thcsmall- 
In one, Frank attempts to go fishing, but time thief. No points for guessing who 
is too inept to cast a line and keep his this criminal turns out to be. 
balance in the stream. It’s the type of The biggest disappointment in Two 
scene Chevy Chase can pull off in his I f  By Sea is Sandra Bullock. She’s the 
sleep, but Lears'isn’t that type of physical movie’s big star and the one hope of 
comedian; he doesn’t have the grace to be redeeming this picture, but with her 
an amusing klutz. In another scene, Bui- annoying accent, multi-colored dye job, 
lock and Leary arc each standing before and wafer diin character development, 
mirrors, trying on a scries of ritzy clothes, she’s part of the problem, not part of the 
accompanied by a funky song on the solution. Sandra, this C- is for you and 
soundtrack. The clothes aren’t outra- Two I f  By Sea.
Henry and June Will Take You to T h e  Moon
by 'Tom Bond
Looking for a thing to make you go 
zing? Then let Hen/y and June take you to 
the moon. This 1990 humdinger directed 
by Philip Kaufman revolves around the 
sexual liaisons of four individuals.
Set in 1931 Paris, Hen/y and June is 
about the true life story of bohemian 
writer I Ienry Miller. Henry (Fred Ward) 
needs to get away from New York City to 
finish the novel he is workingon. Henry’s 
wife June (Uma Thurman) conies up 
with the bright idea of sending him to the 
city of lights.
I lowever, I Ienry falls for svelte scribe 
AnaisNin (Maria de Medeiros). Throw in 
Anais’ husband Hugo (Richard E. Grant)
along with J line’s arrival in gay Paree and 
voila! You’re cooking a rich recipe for 
erotic exploration.
Talk about eroticism. The whole 
flick is fraught with flurries of frenzied 
Peking. However, Henry and June’s 
sensuality is done with a highly aesthetic 
flair.
Thanks to Director Kaufman’s care­
ful crafting, you don’t perceive the char­
acters as barnyard animals rolling in the 
hay. You perceive them as sophisticated 
adults who are seriously searching for 
their suitable sexual identity.
Speaki ng abou t characters, Ward’s por­
trayal of Henry carries the whole film. 
Ward bubbles with a spontaneity which
stands out like the Arc de Triomphe on a 
moonlit August night. You get to see 
Henry do such outlandish stunts as dance 
wildly to the tune of “Barnacle Bill The 
Sailor.” Moreover, Ward does a grand job 
of waxing intellectual which more than 
makes up for his tough looking exterior 
and his brutish Brooklyn accent.
As for the others, de Medeiros gives an 
elegant rendition as Anais. She comes 
across as savvy and sexually uninhibited 
whereas Thurman’s portrayal of Henry’s 
wife June is farther towards the floozie 
side. On the other hand, you can forget 
Richard E. Grant’s performance as Anais’ 
husband Hugo. He is as bland as a bottle 
of hydrogen peroxide.
The one drawback in Hen/y and June is 
the film takes place in Paris and all the 
tell-tale images of the city (Eiffel Tower, 
Seine, etc.) are absent. This detracts from 
the movie’s credibility.
Nonetheless, Hen/y and June won’t fail 
to set you thinkingabout the significance 
of one’s sexual being. Director Kaufman 
managed to keep an artistic ambiance 
percolating all throughout the picture, 
even though you’ll lose count of how 
many times the word “P ck” is used.
So, remember Hen/y and June the next 
time you go bumbling around at Block­
buster. After all, Henry and June is a fine 
choice anytime from January to Decem­
ber.
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R esiden ce L ife
“Leaders are like eagles. They d on 't flo ck - you f in d  them one a t a time. ’
Interest Meeting/Mocktail Party
Tuesday, January 23, 1 996 7-9 pm Bohn Hall Lounge
Benefits:
•Free room! *19 Meal Plan waiver «Stipend
•Leadership Experience
Applications available starting Tuesday, January 16 
in all Residence Director's offices and the office of Residence Life. 
A p p lica tio n  deadline 4 p m , Thursday, January 2 5 ; 1996.
M on tc la ir  State
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Spring greetings to MSU students 
from the SGA Executive Board
Welcome back, MSU! We hope you enjoyed your 
Winter Break, whether you had to spend it on the 
slopes or shovelling slopes. Over the past few months, 
the SGA has been hard at work to ensure that the 
“student voice” is being heard. How docs one do this, 
you ask? We hope to accomplish this by trying to get 
together with more of the students through your orga­
nizations, programs, and also through individual meet­
ings. In doing this, we can learn where the SGA is or is 
not servicing your needs, thus making it easier for us to 
better represent you.
Secondly, we have made it a priority to keep an open 
dialogue with faculty, staff, administrators, and the
student Board of Trustees representatives. It is im­
portant that the students voices are heard by these 
groups.
Thank you again for electing us as your chief 
student representatives. We look forward to repre­
senting you for the remainder of the academic year. 
Remember that our office door is always open to you, 
and we will be happy to address any concerns you may 
have. Always feel free to drop by. Carpe Diem! 
Francois M. Dander, SGA President 
Julio A. Marcnco, SGA Vice President 
Jane Loake, SGA Treasurer 
Lauren Pytleski, SGA Secretary
Wild, Wild, Wacky World of Washington
The speckle-bellied Newt is a very rare species found 
in the far reaches of the Washington, D.C. rainforests. 
Despite his furry and cuddly appearance, this creature is 
capable of tearing other animals limb from limb. This 
crafty creature generally uses smoke and mirrors to 
capture his prey. In one fell swoop he can claw his way 
through dense budgets and undergrowths of burgeoning 
programs for the needy.
In his natural habitat he is the king of the jungle, often 
intimidating lesser beasts for sport. At night, under the 
glare of the moon, he will curl himself up in a cute grey 
ball. By day, he’s a frothing ferocious fanged killing 
machine. He is much like the Great White, except that 
he’s landlocked. The beast, however, has an Achilles 
heel. When placed on airplanes, particularly near the 
rear, this menace will go into convulsions and may even 
begin writing bland and bloated books in retaliation.
Please be advised that the Newt travels always in the
A d m in is tra tio n  responds 
to  stu d e n t safety concerns
You may recall that during the month of November 
1995 there was considerable concern expressed regard­
ing the need for improved methods by which Campus 
Safety and Security notifies students during emergen­
cies. The issue of an emergency notification system 
came about as a result of an incident occurring on the 
Clove Road Bridge which was reported in the November 
16 issue of the Montclarion. On November 29, 1995, a 
group of concerned students sought help from the Divi­
sion of Student Development and Campus Life to 
remedy the problem.
I am pleased to inform you that an e-mail system is 
now in place which will allow electronic communication 
with students during times of emergency need. Campus 
Safety and Security Officers are also working very hard 
to ensure the safety of all MSU students, and as a result 
there should be minimal need forsuch notification in the 
future.
Lee Wilcox, Vice President
Division of Student Development and Campus Life
company of the silverbackcd Dole. This vicious and 
carnivorous creature also resides in the deepest darkest 
D.C. This single-pawed marsupial is absolutely ageless 
and even has ambitions for the coveted position of 
leadership.
The horn-rimmed Reno, a small, lethargic, near­
blind animal bearing large owl-like eyes and razor-sharp 
claws, is allowed to tag along in this motley herd for 
protection from enemies.
Rounding out this rabid band of flesh-eaters is the 
wooly mammoth Limbaugh. He is able to consume his 
weight in hefty portions of mindless meandering. This 
behemoth is hard pressed to keep up with the group 
because of his girth. And so this herd wanders aimlessly 
from one waterhole to another forever looking over their 
shoulders for something or someone to attack.
Thomas A. Hutchines
Senior Maintance Worker, Residence Life
E-mail the
Montdarion Mailbag
Submissions to the 
Montdarion Mailbag can 
now be sent via 
e-mail. Send all letters 
to the editor to 
NavettaJ@alpha.montidair.edu. 
E-mail submissions must 
be received by Monday 
at 3:00 p.m. and include 
the author's name, 
major, social security 
mumber, and phone 
number.
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Two giafiC Residence Life snafus have plagucdstudents reti 
break, both unnecessary, both avoidable.
First, Residence Life decided to change thee d readers th; 
portion o f campus residents’ cards unusable. Rei deuce L ife c 
students would be inconvenienced, So they posti 1 no notices i
all, who wotold style cards to get new ones at no charge. Afa 
fort of just a few students? But the number o f su dents who h< 
mostly juniors and seniors, turned out to be large than Reside!
i Hall were ilb add to the confusion, the elevators in Blantf
This is a situation that has persisted tince the endinoperative
remedied as planned over the break. Th e bliss* J night have 
state that only a day was lost over a nearly mond *>ng period.
I )ocs Residence L ife  mean to display such a q s?nlier attitud
ing in a bresidents? We can’t imagine a
rent to someone who is actually accountable for«
1 nfe not held accountable for its many lapses irU
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students returning to the dorms after their
xl readers that they use, rendering a large
deuce L ife  claims that they thought few
J no notices instructing students possessing 
all, who would mind the temporary discern-
dents who haven’t gotten new cards recently, 
than Residence Life had expected.
i Hal! were not working, and continue to he
ànce the end of last semester, and was not
\ might have been blamed, but the repairmen
Malier attitude about its responsibilities to the
Hiring in a building where the occupants pay
e state o f his building. Why is Residence
tiice and judgement?
Native
American
fty Joseph Paternoster
The very cold truth 
about global warming
The Chicken Littles of the environmental movement 
arc at it again. Just days before the Blizzard o f ‘96 the 
New York limes trumpeted the headline ‘“ 95 Is 1 lottcst 
Year on Record As the Global Trend Continues.” They 
use numbers from the British Meteorological Office and 
the University of Last Anglia provisional report to show 
the average temperature of 5S.72 degrees Fahrenheit 
breaks the old record, set in 1990. The cause for this new 
record is blamed, predictably, on man.
Before addressing this latest prediction of doom and 
gloom, let’s take a brief look at the history of global 
warming. Between 20 and 25 years ago there was a 
phenomenon that was hacked by such noted global 
warming fanatics as Paid Ehrlich, Stephen Schneider, 
Carl Sagan, and Congressional Democrats. They pre­
dicted that the temperature changes would hringdroughts 
to India, the Sahara Desert, and the American Midwest 
which would in turn cause world wide famines. The 
name of this crisis: global cooling.
In the 1970s worried scientists pointed towards a thirty 
year trend of declining temperatures as a sure sign of a 
“cooling signal” that threatened the earth. Of course 
these “climatologists” surmised that the cause of this 
refrigerator effect was, once again, mankind. Industrial 
pollution and slash and burn agriculture were the main 
culprits, because they in jected aerosols into the airwhich 
cooled the earth by reflecting sunlight back into space. 
These hypotheses were eagerly endorsed by Sagan, 
Schneider, and a host of other “environmentalists” who 
couldn’t churn out the Doomsday books fast enough, on 
the heels of this information.
Then came the 1980s, the hottest decade on record, 
and the global cooling messiahs were born again as global 
warmers. It was “the beginning of the end,” according to 
Paul Ehrlich, a cooler turned warmer, ofglobal warming. 
Global warming first caught the public’s attention on a 
sweltering 99 degree Fahrenheit day in June of 1988, 
when Goddard Institute for Space Studies scientist James 
Hansen told the US Senate Energy Committee that he 
was “99 percent” sure that the warmer weather in the 
1980s was caused by the “Greenhouse effect,” which was 
of course produced by industrialized nations. This com­
bined with the summer drought convinced people that 
global warming was real. The New York limes ran a front 
page story on it. “Journalists loved it. Environmentalists 
were ecstatic,"crowed born-again global warmerStephen 
Schnicder.
Since then, every upward shift in the temperature has
been touted as proof that global warming exists. Not 
only that, hut the doomsayers hedge their bets by saving, 
as an op-ed piece in the New York Times recently did, the 
“freakish” types o f weather (warm in California and a 
blizzard on the East Coast) are a further result of warm­
ing. So no matter what the weather is, sun or snow, 
doomsayers win and their opponents lose.
“One year does not a trend make...” the New York 
/ ’////« states in their article, but they seem to ignore this 
fact. If 1995 was the hottest year on record and it broke 
the 1990 record, then the trend from 1991 to 1994 were 
low er temperatures than the 1990 figure. Between 1890 
and 1940 the planet warmed by 0.9 degrees Fahrenheit 
and then cooled by about one half degree until 1975, 
w hen it warmed up again. Most of the recent warming 
occurred between 1976 and 1980, despite scare head­
lines about how (fill in the blank) number of the hottest 
years on record have occurred recently. “We must be 
prepared to accept the idea that weather and climate 
records like those in sports, are always beingbroken...’ I his 
is the way the ball bounces climatologically; I w ould be 
more concerned if records stopped falling by the way- 
side,” says I Iarvard researcher Peter Rogers.
The doomsayers such as Ehrlich, Schnicder, and 
Sagan apparently feel no obligation to the truth or to 
consistency; as the weather changes so do they. One way 
to identify these prophets of doom is to look at their past 
predictive records. Do they use conditional language 
such as “could,” “should,” or “perhaps” when hypoth­
esizing doom? Are their institutions, organizations, or 
agencies in need of money? If the answers to these 
questions are “yes,” then the prophets should be consid­
ered warily.
While there is no doubt that human actions do have an 
effect on the environment, it has not he determined 
whether the effect has been large or small. 'The only two 
things that arc “99 percent” certain in the weather 
business are that every change in the temperature will he 
hypothesized by one group or another as the end of the 
world (caused by capitalism and industrialization). And 
that the w eather is always changing. Three days after its 
front page global warming story, the limes' front page 
read, “ Record Freezing Temperatures Hobbling the 
Northeast Region.” As Philip Abelson, former editor of 
Science magazine put it, “if global warming is analyzed 
applying the customary standards of scientific inquiry 
one must conclude that there has been more hype than 
solid facts.” Don’t believe the hype, it’s only a sequel.
Montdarion Mailbag Letter Policy
All letters and e-mail must be received by 
3:00 p.m. Monday. Letters must include the 
author's name, major, social security num­
ber, and phone number. The last tw o  items 
are used for verification purposes only. 
Letters may be edited for length and libel.
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College at 
Thirty'Something
by Angela Diadone
There has been a lot of press coverage in recent weeks 
over Governor Whitman’s first half term “report card.” 
The usual topics, taxes and insurance, have been the 
main thrust of these articles, not to anyone’s surprise. 
But what is troubling me, both as a parent and a citizen, 
is the constant referral to the concern of the near future of 
education. Will the near future ever get any closer?
The procrastination of bringing this serious subject 
into focus is disheartening. My son will be a senior in 
high school this coming September; I’ve been listening 
to this “our next main concern” speech too long, through 
Florio and now Whitman. One person cannot do nearly 
enough to even make a dent in the process. How many 
letters can I write and how many petitions can I sign? My 
suggestions, opinions, my voice, have fallen on deaf ears, 
so much so that I was about to fall into that apathetic 
puddle on the side of the road that will eventually 
evaporate and go away with the graduation of my last 
child from the system.
What has renewed my once fierce passion on the 
importance of education has been my almost daily con­
tact with the education majors here at Montclair. These 
students - most of them - are in the education program 
because they want to be there. They have the dedication 
and the desire to pursue a career teaching the young 
people of our world or they would not have made it 
through the curriculum requirements. They are devot­
ing their energies into lesson plans and presentations and 
internships and they aren’t earning a dime doing so. 
They are preparing for their future in a professional and 
enthusiastic manner. And I’m proud to know some of 
them.
I only wish I didn’t know in my heart that, unless the 
system gets an overhaul, many of these fine individuals
Educationshouldbe 
main concern fo r today
will not stand a chance in hell in getting a job. Tenure 
has outlived its usefulness. Too many teachers can no 
longer pass the efficiency exams. I remember having a 
teacher who boasted about being an educator for thirty 
years. What a lie! She wasn’t educating students for 
thirty years; she was merely showing up and doing the 
same work year after year. The same lesson plans and 
the same antiquated material and the stale approach. 
She was a teacher for one year and did the same thing 
thirty times. And I’m sure that this was just one case 
among many, many more.
There are so many chances for creative and innova­
tive teachers to rejuvinatc our schools. Look around 
campus and you’ll see them. They are the ones with 
hope in their eyes and sincerity in their guts. They are 
the ones that played school with their dolls when they 
were little girls and worked in summer camps and as 
volunteer wrestling coaches when they were young 
boys. They love children of all ages and aptitudes and 
they know they can make an impact on young lives. 
What they don’t know, however, is that their futures 
depend on political foreplay. Maybe with a little insis­
tence from a lot of us change will take place. The time 
is right. The issue has been on the back burner long 
enough. It would be a tragedy to let these fresh, willing 
prospective newcomers fall by the roadside next to that 
puddle of disinterested parties. Governor Whitman 
should put her popularity concerns in the back of her 
closet somewhere and address this concern before it’s 
too late, before we lose our future teachers to discourage­
ment. Before we lose our chance of enriching and 
enhancing the lives of our students. Before we lose our 
children to the same apathy their parents must be feel­
ing. Before we just simply lose.
On the lighter side of.*.
foreign policy
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Rubino
by Michael Rubino
An observation and 
wish list for 1996
Frankly, I don’t know what the hell has been hap­
pening the last few weeks. Historically, I have used the 
holiday season and the winter break as a time to recover 
from the previous grueling semester. This year was no 
exception.
I spent the winter break with family and friends and 
focused primarily on amusement, rather than contro­
versy. I consumed an awful lot of Samuel Adams (the 
best beer in America) and participated in the pinnacle of 
winter activities -  skiing and ice skating. And when 
Rush Limbaugh, Bob Grant, and Jay Diamond all use 
the holiday season for vacationing, there is little incen­
tive to allow myself to be induced towards politicking.
So when my editor called me on Sunday evening to 
inform me that we were indeed publishing a paper this 
week, I was stumped for thoughts -  but only tempo­
rarily. In the spirit of blizzards, sports, and talk radio 770 
WABC, here is my observation/wish list for 1996:
• New York City Mayor Rudy Giuliani deserves 
praise and re-election in 1997. He has shown courage, an 
adjective traditionally omitted from descriptions of poli­
ticians, as he battles runaway spending and crime. An­
nual crime statistics in the city show a 38.7 percent drop 
in homicide in two years, a 30.5 percent decline in 
robberies and a35.7 percent decrease in auto theft under, 
the Giuliani Administration. 'There were .117,845 fewer 
crimes reported in 1995 than in 1993. More proof that 
the tough-on-crime attitude shames the liberal Demo­
cratic ideal of rehabilitation and compassion.
•  The family of Gambino crime boss John Gotti is 
complaining that his windowless, 6’x8’ cell, in which he 
sleeps on an 18” concrete slab with a roll-up mattress, is 
inhumane and unconstitutional. But his story makes me 
wonder. What kind ofsystemdowe operate underwhen 
Salvatore “Sammy Bull” Gravano can admit to killing 
some 20 people, but be allowed to virtually walk away in 
return for ratting out Gotti?
•  The Blizzard of 1996 was undoubtedly one of the 
early highlights of the year. Why does everybody think 
it’s chic to complain about snow and yearn for spring? In 
fact, I hope we get 10 more snowstorms. Maybe some 
more snow will encourage the whiners to move south. A 
little secret: it’s supposed to snow -  it’s winter!
•  What a Super Bowl this could be. My beloved 
Steelers will challenge the Cowboys for the N F L  cham­
pionship. 'The Steelers are not expected to beat Dallas. 
But maybe a couple of vicious hits from Lloyd, Greene, 
and company can beat the ego out of Deion Sanders, 
Michael Irvin, and the rest of those attention-starved 
balloon heads.
•  Yeah, football’s great, but we Puckheads know why 
hockey is the greatest sport in the world. No other sport 
can combine the elements o f speed, skill, strength, grace 
and excitement into one game. For those who aren’t 
sure, check out the N H L All-Star game this weekend.
•  FACT: Even with healthy living patterns, cancer 
can strike anyone at anytime. FACT: AIDS is deadly 
and brutal, but unlike cancer, healthy living patterns can 
prevent its spread. FACT: Cancer kills 14 times more 
people than AIDS. QUESTIO N: Why do leftist activ­
ists and I Iollywood frauds continue to wear red ribbons, 
promote AIDS awareness, and plead for increased AIDS 
research funding, all at the expense of cancer?
•  Oh, 11 illary darling? I Hilary, thou smartestand most 
powerful woman in the world? Come clean you phony!
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Calle
by Calle
Did you ever wonder how and why some ofourGKRs 
became G ERs in the first place? You know, those terri­
bly cnrichingclassics of the Modern Western Tradition- 
Bowling, Computers in Society, Speech, etc...
Speaking in my official capacity as M SU’s oldest 
teenager, I must say that I’ve had about 10 or 20 semes­
ters to give it great thought.
Simply put, the reason is money. I didn’t even have 
to take personal finance to figure that one out!
Take, for instance, the Foreign Language require­
ment. After two semesters o f Spanish, the average stu­
dent still has trouble ordering at Taco Bell. I suppose that 
a Spanish major would tare much better. However, only 
a small percentage of students are Spanish majors, or 
French majors or Russian majors, Bleu Cheese majors, 
Thousand Island, etc. ( I, myself, am a Vinaigrette type- 
a-guy.)
Think about it! What better way to fund a program 
than to require every student to co-opt it through their 
enrollment? Through this system, Montclair state can 
claim to offer a full-service Foreign Language program 
by teaching 100% of the student body to properly say, 
“ Fajita Pita Taco Burrito-por favor-sankchu” .
Now, wait a minute! Don’t ruffle your own feathers. 
Let me proceed...
Computer's In Society. Obviously these people feel we 
need 20 hours of class to learn how to properly ask some
Incoherent
ramblings
Ever since I came back to this lovely campus last 
Sunday morning, I have been bothered by something. 
No, it’s not the great abundance of ten-foot high snow 
drifts or even the crazy people who live beneath me in 
Bohn Hall and felt that it was necessary to throw a quarter 
stick of dynamite at my window. No, it is the food.
I know what you’re thinking, everyone bitches about 
the food, you’re just jumping on the food-bashing band­
wagon. Well my friends, if that is how it looks, then so be 
it. Normally, the only safe time to eat in Blanton is the 
first few weeks of each semester because there are a lot 
of parents around and everyone wants to look good. 
Now, even that false security is lost. Instead of the food 
sucking down the road, say about a month into the 
semester, it sucks right off the bat.
Come to think of it, I don’t know if justice can be 
completely served by solely blaming the food. I mean, 
the food has to start out normal, right? The problem, I 
feel, is that the whole atmosphere of eating in Blanton 
sucks. The ever energetic person who checks my I-card 
so I can have the privilege of poisoning myself just lets 
me know what great service I am in for. If I say hello or 
what’s up to the person, I do not think that it would take 
too much energy to have the common courtesy to say 
something back. Anything.
Next, comes the fun part. Assembling my meal. After 
staring at the dishes and analyzing what the hell they 
could possibly be, I give up hope and ask, “what the hell 
is this” orsomething to that effect. Sometimes, I actually 
get an answer. Other times, the person dishing out the 
slop will look at me as if I am crazy which I know that I 
am because I am eating here in the first place.
Usually there are about six or seven pans of food. I say 
1 want this, and that, and the person replies, “oh no, you 
can’t mix these two dishes.” Okay, not only does the 
food suck, I can’t even choose what I want toeat. If  I want
Like MacArthur,
I have returned
snot-nosed 15-yearoldatStaplcs,“Whatcomputcrshould 
I get to surf the ‘net, dude?” I propose a compromise 
here. We sit in on the 20 hours and learn how many 
mega’s are in a giga-majiga and the school gives us a 
coupon for $199.20 (that’s the cost of the class, boys and 
girls) towards a brandy new, statc-o-tbce-ot, gigamajiga, 
Net surfin’ scream machine. Even deal.
Thpeech. Heerth a clath even Rudy Giuliani could 
agree withthth putting a TH TO P to. (I guess we 
showed them, Rudy!)
Bowling. Toga. Bungee-Nose-Picking. You know, ath- 
Ictic-typc dings. Again, too little to help anyone but the 
professors in the Physical Edumacation Department 
ring up a few more teaching hours. Amerika: Wot a 
Cuntry!
There is one more topic our fearless leaders have left 
out, however, which I believe we could use as a GER.
Interpretation of the Schedule of Courses Booklet 101. 
I Iere, we could all learn something we really need - 
namely, what GERs we have to take to graduate. Just 
think of all the jobs we’ll create, the New Jersey unem­
ployment rate for professors will plummet, little Johnny 
can finally get his braces and even better, we can sell the 
course booklets as textbooks -$42.50! Oh, we’re cooking 
with gas now!
Well, I must be off. I have crocheting homework.
Knit one, purl two . . .
Now is the time to 
invest in antacids
to be a daredevil and eat the incorrect type of vegetables 
with my meat, then I should damn well be able to. Now 
that I am thoroughly stressed out, I make my way to the 
salad bar. Call me silly, but I put my salad in a bowl. 
Therefore, there should be bowls present. Maybe they 
are just doing me a favor and saving me from attempting 
to digest the luscious brown lettuce and other various 
veggies.
I am on a roll now, in full “bitchingmood” swing. I like 
to drink with my meal too. A cold drink. What is the 
purpose of having an ice machine if there is hardly ever 
any ice in it? Did we forget the recipe for making it? 
C ’mon, you know .frozen water.
I am now fully armed with my meal and ready to sit 
down and suffer in silence while consuming it. But wait, 
there are no clean tables. Sure, there are lots of empty 
d irty ones, but not too many where a human could eat off. 
No problem though, with the brush of my arm the table 
is cleared.
Is it really that difficult for people to take their tray of 
garbage when they are done and put it by the garbage. 
You don’t even have to throw it out, they have people to 
do it for you. Is this living or what?
Well, this is just one man’s dining experience, but I 
think that it is pretty indicative of what others experi­
ence when they eat at the lovely Blanton I tall. I hope that 
someone from dining service reads this. You are not 
living up to your side of the dining contract and it will 
catch up with you.
My theory is that you have a contract on the side with 
the Rolaids™ or Maalox™ companies, because I know 
that I pop ’em like lifesavers after I eat there.
Thank you for listening to me complain. 1 have 
exorcised my demons and 1 feel much better. Good luck 
my fellow on-campus kids eating the food and to Gardner 
Merchant, keep up the good work. Yeah, right.
Abnormal Discharge
try R af Ricci
I usually get 
kissed first
I tried to avoid a bad financial situation like last 
semester’s by going to the Business Office on the first 
day of classes to find out if and when I would be 
receiving my student aid. 1 bad to do this early 
because 1 need to know these things so that I can 
make early contingency plans for paying my bills: 
food, car, gas, rent, and the like. T he Business Office 
has been more than helpful when I go there with a 
problem that falls within their purview. I also asked 
for a book deferment so that I won’t have to wait for 
my federal aid to show up before 1 buy textbooks. 
The woman who assisted me pointed out that the 
unused portion of my book deferment would not be 
returned.
I had to think about this fora moment. The part of 
the deferment based on what will be my educational 
and living expenses that I don’t spend at the book­
store during the window allocated will not be re­
turned. It didn’t occur to me until I had left the 
building that this was the equivalent of, “Sorry. No 
change.”
Last semester, I gota book deferment for$200, and 
spent something like $170. My fee bill listed a book 
deferment reflecting what I spent. This semester, if 
I get a deferment of $200,and spend $170, my bill will 
say $200.
What happens to the excess? Ostensibly, the 
bookstore keeps it. Why? 1 don’t know. But judging 
from the labels on the textbooks, it’s not to keep the 
prices down. The savings are not being passed down 
to me.
This all reminds me of my friends who live on 
campus and eat in the dining halls. They have choices 
for how many meals they want on their meal plans. 
The unused meals on the card at the end of the week 
are forfeited to Gardner Merchant. This fact is blithely 
accepted by most of the university community with­
out batting an eye. It’s almost as if paying for five 
meals but only eating three and not getting a refund 
for the two uneaten is the norm.
Why can’t the value of the unused meals be rolled 
over to the Free Flow accounts? Don’t let them snow 
you with excuses of technical impossibilities or over­
whelming overhead.
You’re getting ripped off on your Free Flow cards 
too. You pay these people in advance for the sole 
purpose of consuming products only they can sell you 
at hours that are apparently set for their convenience 
at a noncompetitive price. And it’s not just that. The 
unused portion left on your card at the end of the 
spring semester is forfeited. You can’t cancel or 
exchange for cash.
Why can’t they send out checks for the money you 
haven’t spent? Lots o f other companies seem to be 
able todoit. I’vegottenchecksforminisculeamounts 
front multinational corporations because l overpaid 
my bill by a few cents. Is the University so cash- 
strapped that it has to resort to petty thievery to gain 
revenue?
And why are we allowing this to happen?
E-mail Raf at riccir@alpha.montclair.edu and 
maybe you too can have your letter published in 
the MONTCLARION!
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Snow  T ip #5 : Snow angkls ark really cool.
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CROSSWORD FROM HELL!!!!!!!
ACROSS 62 Lennon's 117 Apply lightly 12 Last name In 55 Large herring 90 Safecracker
1 Arrive at lady 110 "Bom Free" lashion 57 Pooh's 92 Reformer
Kennedy 63 Acheson or lioness 13 Verdi output creator Horace
5 How-to part Rusk 122 Nick of 14 "Viva- 59 Lika kids at 94 Wilde and
9 Semi slult 65 Actress "Lorenzo's Vegas" Christmas Shaw
14 Mythical river Farrow Oil" 15 ABA title 59 Upeet your 95 Give off
19 Bit ol gossip 86 -  Linda. 126 Message 16 Less mother? 93 Earl -
20 Pllal Catit. board? exaggerated 60 Place to seri? Biggers
ingredient 69 Haberdash­ 129 Board game 17 Cures 94 Highlands 97 —  -jongg
21 Deplete ery slock 134 Hold-up 19 Cantor or tongue 99 "Rlgoielto"
22 —  as a beet 72 Keats' man? Murphy 97 Coppertield's rendition
23 Sonora container 135 Put an 24 First base Held 104 Third
Btomp 73 South African edge on man? 99 "East ol degree?
26 Platoon part terrain 136 Got hold ol 25 Pitfall Eden" 105 Cochise, e.g.
27 Actress St. 74 Liszt pieces 137 Prepare lor 30 Three Dog character 107 Spud buds
John 79 Critic Sisket the press Nlghr hit 70 Be human 109 Nutritional
21 This Is — SO Neptune, but 136 Swarms 33 Draft Bnimals 71 Puppeteer need
Ufa” not Earth (with) 35 Writer Lewis 110 In pieces
29 —  -Magnon 61 Mine car 139 Terpsi­ Rendell 73 Jet-setters' 111 Be buoyant
31 Wallach or 82 Significant chore's sister 36 Dull pain needs 112 Way logo
Whitney periods 140 Eye problem 37 Oktoberfesl 74 German 113 Boxer Griffith
32 Ipanema’e 83 Free (of) 141 Parenl-to- ottering author 114 Detest
locale 84 Fishing cord be'e choice 39 Macho guy Heinrich 119 "Shall we?"
34 Spirited 85 Teat DOWN 39 Nasal 75 Subordinate 120 "Rob Roy"
steed 87 Chicago pol 1 Arm or leg appraisal to extra
40 Enigmatic 91 Listless 2 To —  (Just 40 Loses 79 Whet l.e. 121 Crow’s-nest
types 93 Therapeutic so) tension stands for cry
4$ Brownish rubdown 3 Coming up 41 Make ready 77 Pennsylvania 123 Helen ol
purple 99 Untamed 4 Composer 42 "Mein sect Troy's mom
46 Start a crop 100 Use a Shostakovich ("Cabaret" 79 June honor­ 124 In good
47 Exist stopwatch 5 Monterrey tune) ées 9hape
46 Baseball's 101 Get wind ol Mrs. 43 USNA grad 79 "—  Spee" 125 Puntadel —
Slaughter 102 Henpeck 6 Littler than 44 London 94 Whitman's 127 Tight spot
50 Take — 103 Oenophiie's little district bloomer 129 Palm Sunday
Train" mecca 7 Rasourrd 49 The Flying 99 That was a beast
52 Castle 106 It may be 6 —  de sole Dutchman" close onel" 130 Claire or
features spare 9 Bossy's heroine 99 Turner or Batin
56 Rin Tin Tin, 108 Topnolch chaw 51 Total Wood 131 Take-home
tor one 111 Rich dessert 10 Botanist 53 —  Semple 99 Richard of 132 Tokyo, once
60 Singer Carey 115 Melody Gray McPherson "Lova Me 133 Get by. with
61 Bit ol parsley 116 Actor Herbert 11 Stimpy's pal 54 Coin-toss call Tender" •oul"
I T H O U G H T  TH A T  I HAD TH E ANSWERS IN A SAFE SPOT
IN M Y KNAPSACK, BUT THEY ACCIDENTLY FELL O U T  OF 
IT AN D  FELL O N T O  A NEARBY SNOW BANK, WHICH WAS 
LEFT COURTESY OF THE BLIZZARD OF '9 6 ™ . T h e  
REMAINS ARE O N  PAGE 16. SORRY.
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H U M O R
p J G E> A F P X u R O L J G D
A X V Cl O C U L A R I 3 S P
N K I F C A N N E X S V T S O
O L J H E C C T N L E A I X V
T R P N L J H O A Y K H D F D
B Y X V T G L C M D O C R R P
O M A M U S I N G E J K U I G
E D B A T M N Z X M D T s H W
U T L R O I E o O O N 1 B L c
J I G C F L K D C C A W A Y X
w V T T S E J S S R Y o J N E
Find the listed w ords in the d iag ram . T h ey  ru n  in 
all d irections-forw ard, b ackw ard , up, dow n and 
diagonally.
Absurdity
Am using
Chuckle
Com edian
C o m e d y
Comical
Enjoy
Funny
Jest
Jocularity 
Laughter 
Punch line
Skit
Smile
Wit
Q U I Z
liv Rich lialim
Random Cartoon Facts
Test your cartoon capabilities. Identify the following:
1. Underdog’s girlfriend
2. Hometown of Fat Albert
3. Uncle Scrooges last name 
4- Nell Fenwick's true love 
5. Mr. Magoo’s nephew
. 6. Foghorn Leghorn’s favorite song
7. Huckleberry Hound's favorite song
8. Danger Mouse’s sidekick
9. Three teams of the Laff-A-Lympics
10. First Tom and Jerry cartoon
11. Where Hong Kong Phooey keeps the Phoocymobile
12. Boris and N atasha’s superior
13. Cereal named after the Smurfs
14. Instrument played by Veronica of T he Archies
15. Popeye’s nephews
16. Kangaroo mistaken for a mouse by Sylvester and Sylvester, jr.
17. Voice of Woody Woodpecker from 1948 to 1972
18. What Yukk, of Mighty Man and Yukk, wears on his head
19. What “Eep Op Ork Ah Ah" means
20. The “artist" who disrupts Daffy's life in Duck Amuck
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What I did on my Winter
B r e a k  by John J. O'Sullivan
1 can’t believe that I 
am writing an article about 
what I did on my Winter 
break. 1 really can’t; it just 
goes to show you what an 
extreme case of writer’s 
block will do to you. I am 
sorry, dear reader, if you 
were expecting “Nuns vs. 
Rangers,” “Brady Kombat™ 
XI,” or “Beach Blanket 
Bingo Massacre,” but I re­
ally can’t think of anything 
else to do. It’s called life- 
deal with it.
Anyway, my Christ­
mas was rather spiffy. I got 
some really nice sweaters, 
espresso cups, Atari™ Carts, 
and plans for world domi­
nation. My family came 
over and ate with us. 1 was 
assaulted by my grandpar­
ents (as usual) when they 
came over, and was prodded 
with such questions as;
1) What is that crap you 
write for the paper?
2) What is with that crap 
you write for the paper?
3) Why aren’t you married 
with four kids yet?
4) What is that crap you 
write for the paper?
I ate and ate and ate, and it 
was good. I looked over my 
plans for world domination, 
and started by cutting off 
the head of Green Day’s ob­
noxious singer, Billy Joe, 
and paraded around West 
Milford showing everyone 
the dead idiot’s head. That 
was rather good.
Then came New 
Years Day. I went down to 
Hoboken, and spent a short 
amount of time over in 
beautiful New York City, 
where we were herded like 
cattle on the streets. The 
general consensus of our 
little group was that the ball 
was totally disappointing, 
and looked like a lit-up ten­
nis ball. I was so angry that 
1 went up to the top of the 
ball and snipped the wire, 
where it fell down and killed 
435 people; I guess it was 
bigger than we originally 
thought. Darn.
And I ate and drank 
and drank and drank, and it 
was good.
Did 1 mention that 1 
worked a lot? Yeach.
Oh, and then came 
the Blizzard of 1996. I have 
discovered something af­
ter watching many hours 
of TV news (We had no 
choice; every channel had 
storm coverage): When­
ever something goes 
wrong in the world, there 
is a logo for that disaster. I 
mean, NewsChannel 4™, 1 
felt, had the best “Blizzard 
of ’96” logo. It had a snow­
flake on the corner, with 
boldfaced, widened type. 
There it was: 
“ B L I Z Z A R D  OF ’ 96 " .  
It was really great. Un­
fortunately, the snowy 
sarcophagus that sur­
rounded my car with four 
feet of snow was not re­
ally great. And what did I 
do about it? I ate and ate 
and ate and ate. I prob­
ably gained about 6 pounds 
of pure fat from that week 
alone.
And now, the final 
conclusion, the last nail 
in the coffin: I drove to 
school today. The roads on 
the way here were 
fine...that is, until I got 
onto campus. I drove 
around and waited (no lie) 
for about a half-hour un­
til I realized, “Gee, I really 
should park in Clove." As 
I made my slow egress 
from the main campus, I 
hit a patch of icé and 
nearly hit another car. I 
then proceeded to have a 
heart attack, but I gave 
myself CPR and every-, 
thing was okay. I then 
walked to campus, and fell 
on my ass twice on the way. 
Fortunately, due to all off 
the eating, 1 had plenty of- 
blubber to fall upon, cush­
ioning my fall. 1 got to? 
campus, and dumped some 
snow and ice on President’ 
Reid’s head!
. \ ? Aij ,^ that’s-,it., Have¿
a good semester, or don’t.
I really don’t have the time 
nor the patience to bother 
myself with your pitiful 
concerns...
John ], O ’Sullivan is a part- 
snow  man on the week­
ends.
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W e l c o m e  b a c k  t o
H a v e  a  n i c e  d a y !
M u a h h a h a h a h h a h a !
V o u r A V v  / / H o r o s c o p e
b y  R u b y  W y n & r - lo
A . A  B  P  c e r t i f i e d  A s tro lo g a r
★
A r ie s :  (M a r . 21—A p r. 1 9 ) Y ou ’ ll 
g iv e  th e  ha iry  e yeb a ll t o  a reta il 
c le rk  w h e n  she refuses t o  le t  you 
pay w i t h  fragrant in c e n s e .
T au ru s : (A p r .  20—M a y  2 0 ) S tay  fit 
by ta k in g  a brief ja u n t th rou gh  
th e  pa rk  . For an e x tra  c h a lle n g e , 
tie  a n  o x  carcass to  y o u r  back.
G e m in i:  (M a y  21— June 2 1 ) D ur­
in g  y o u r  vaca tion  in  A n d a lu s ia , 
you r n o s tr ils  w ill b e  s e w n  shut.
C a n c e r :  (June 22-July 2 2 ) C o n ­
c e n tra te  o n  e m o t io n a l g ro w th . 
L o a m  t o  stop  c ry in g  w h e n  you 
w e t you rse lf.
L e o : (Ju ly  23—Aug. 2 2 ) R e la x  and 
pur y o u r  w orries  b e h in d  y o u  b e ­
cause to m o rro w  you r th ro a t  w ill 
be to rn  o u t by a d in g o .
V irg o : (A u g .  23 -Sep t. 2 2 ) Your 
ch a r ism a  w ins you th e  ad ora ­
t io n  o f  thousands. U s e  you r g ift  
to  b e c o m e  a con  artist.
L ib ra : (S e p t . 23—O c t .  2 3 ) O tis , 
your e v i l  personality , is fo rc itig  
you  to  lis ten  to  A s ia  album s 
against you r will. O p t a loh ototny .
S co rp io : (O c t .  24—N o v . 2 1 ) Y o y ’ re 
th r il le d  t o  d iscover th e  o n ly  sur- y  
v iv in g  ichthyosaur. B u t y o u ’ll
b e  an  a ca d em ic  la u g h in gs to ck  
w h e n  your f in d  tu rn s  o u t to  b e  
an  o ld  b o o t w ra p p e d  in  seaw eed . 
S a g it ta r iu s : (N o v .  2 2 —D ec. 2 1 ) 
O n e  sip o f  th e  te p id ,  f i l th - r id ­
d e n  w a ter  o f  th e  G a n ges  w il l  
g i v e  you  x - T a y  v is io n .  U se  your 
p o w e r  to  lo o k  a t p e o p le 's  butts. 
C a p r ic o r n :  (D ec . 2 2 —Jan. 19) B e ­
cau se  you  refu sed  r o  m em or ize  
y o u r  Psalm s, y o u ’ l l  g e t c ream ed  
in  nn  O ld  T e s ta m e n t  T r iv ia  B ee . 
A q u a r iu s :  (Jan. 2 0 — Feb. 1 8 ) S en d  
th e  m a th  c o m m u n it y  in to  a 
d i th e r  by su gges tin g  th e  d iv is io n  
s ig n  he rep la ced  w ith  a d ra w in g  
o f  a  bunny.
P is c e s :  (Feb . 19—M a r. 2 0 ) Y ou ’ ll 
 ^ g e t  p u lled  o v e r  f o r  sp eed in g , b u t 
th e  tra ff ic  c o p  w i l l  h a p p ily  a c ­
c e p t  you r b ribe o f  sex .
M s . \X/yner-1 o ’$ s i s t e r , R o s ie  VV^yner- 
PolU ircl, recently  s tarted  her o tw i 
h o r o s c o p e s  c o lu m n  t it le d  " R o s ie  
F u t u r e s . "  A lthough M s .  W y n e r-lo  
e n jo y s  h ealth y  c o m p e tit io n  unth other  
as tro lo gers , she’d lik e  to  c la r ify  th at  
h e r  s is te r 's  p red iction s a r e  h u llca c k le . 
<D 1 996 by Onion Features Syndicate
A n sw e r s  lo  S u p e r  C ro s s w o r d IlDM OK
CULTURAL IDIOCY QUIZ ANSWERS
1. S w e e t  P o l l y  P u re b re d
2. P h i la d e lp h ia  
V  M e  D u c k
4. D u d le y  D o -R i g h t 's  h o rs e
5. W a l d o
6 . “C n m p t o w n  K nees"
7. “ M y  D a r l i n g  C l e m e n t i n e ”
8 . T e n f o l d
9. Y o g i  Y a K (K * c y s , S c o o b y  D o o b ie s ,
R e a l l y  R o tte n s  
1 0. P u s s  G e t s  th e  B o o t
1 1 . I n  u  ga rb a g e  d u m p s t e r
1 2 . M r .  R ig
1 5. S m u r f  B e rry  C r u n c h
1 4. K e y b o a r d s
1 5. P e e p e y e , P ip c y e , P u p e y c  a n d  P o o p e y e
1 6. H i p p c t y  H o p p e r
I 7 . G r a c e  S ta ffo rd , V (/ n lr e r  L n n r z ’s w ife  
I 8 . s m a ll  d o g h o u s e
1 9. “ I L o v e  Y o u "
2 0 . R u g s  R u n n y
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Relationship difficulties? Anxiety? 
Depression? Feel blocked in achiev­
ing success? Experiencing difficulty 
adjusting to college? Receive help 
from a professional counselor. Con­
fidential. Call Sue Waldman, M.A. 
Upper Montclair Plaza. 744-4379.
Child care needed. Honest, respon­
sible, fun-loving nonsmoker to care 
for 2 girls, 4 years and 1 year, in my 
Montclair home. 3-10 hours. Early 
cd major prof, flexible schedule. 239- 
7073.
Part-time childcare position. Two 
children of an MSU Professor (4,9) 
3:00-6:00 any afternoon. Must have 
car. Ext. 7560 or 783-0558.
Cruise ships hiring. Earn up to 
$2,000+/month. World travel. Sea­
sonal & full-time positions. No exp. 
necessary. For info, call 1-206-971- 
3550 ext. C50962.
Attention all students! Over $6 Bil­
lion in public and private sectorgrants 
& scholarships is now available. All 
students are eligible. Let us help. 
For more info, call 1-800-263-6495 
ext. F 50962.
Cool summer jobs! Students needed! 
Earn to $12/hr. + tips working at 
Resort H otels, T h em e Parks, 
Ranches, &  River Rafting compa­
nies nationwide. Call Resort Em­
ployment Services 1-206-971-3600 
ext. R50961.
Baby-sitter (N/S) for 3 small chil­
dren in Upper Montclair, for any of 
the following times: M 3-6pm, 13-5 
pm, Th 8:30 am - 12:30, Th 1:30 - 
5:30 pm, F 8:00 am -12:30. Call 509- 
0026.
Furnished Room-separate entrance, 
2 blocks from College. Female pre­
ferred. $85/wk. Call 783-3584.
Interested In studying in LONDON?
Come meet Dr. David Fyfe
'  jTP from
K in g s to n  U n ive rs ity
MONDAY. JANUARY 22
A . A A ________2;QQ pm
College Hall room 217
Ottico of Intornotlonol Studios 
Tho Globo! Education Cantor
Dr. David Fyfa is tha Director of tho American Students 
Programme and Head of tho Mathematica Department at 
Kingston University.
Call Tracy Hogan at 655-4483 for moro Information.
A Student Wanted - Full time baby­
sitting position (Tues. - Sat.) Flex­
ible hours. Must have experience 
and driver’s license. Non-smoker 
only. Excellent compensation for the 
right person. Call (201 ) 669-3705.
The Montclarion is looking for dedi­
cated people. Call us at x5169.
Free T-Shirt + $1000. Credit Card 
fundraisers for fraternities, sororities, 
& groups. Any campus organization 
can raise up to $1000 by earning a 
whopping $5.00/VISA application. 
Call 1-80-932-0528 ext. 65. Quali­
fied callers receive Free T-Shirt.
Responsible after-school baby-sitter 
needed for boy, 9, girl, 6. Mon-Wed, 
3:30-6:00 at upper Montclair house. 
Experience, references, transporta­
tion required. $25 a day. 744-5829, 
leave message.
Macintosh powerbook 180 laptop 
computer, w/fax/modem, removable 
hard-drive, desktop monitor, laser 
printer &  more. Sell separately or 
whole. 201-748-7707.
Baby-sitter needed Wed. l-6pm and 
bri. 9am-2pm for 2 or 3 children. 
Need reliable transportation. Expe­
riences, references and Enthusiasm 
a must! Non-smoker [Tleasc. Call 
Diane 783-7605.
Seekingenergetic person to help care 
formy3yr. old and 1 1/2yr. old. 2pm 
- 6pm Tucs. &  Fri. Must have own 
transportation & references. 509- 
2708.
Baby-sitter for our two wonderful 
small children. 3 yrs. & 9 mo. Must 
be enthusiastic and reliable, 12-20 
hr./wk. Flexible around your sched­
ule. Non-smoker only. Childcare or 
baby-sitting experience required. 
744-1843.
Volvo 740 Sedan 1986. Cellular 
phone, a/c, leather interior. In great 
condition. 143K miles. $4800or B.O. 
201-748-7707.
Cool office space, a place to hang 
out, lots of computers. Sounds cool, 
right? We even put out a newspaper 
every week. Join us. Call x5169.
England, Spain, Australia, Ireland, Greece, Italy, 
Denmark, Mexico, Portugal, Germany, France, 
Scotland, Argentina and many other countries!
Study in English or learn a foreign 
language. Enroll for a semester or an 
academic year, at very affordable 
tuition or with financial aid!
Interested? Come to the Global Education Center 
College Hall. Rm 217
* Wednesday, Jan. 24, 1:00 pm
* Thursday, Jan. 25, 11:00 am
* Friday, Jan. 26, 12:00 pm
* Monday, Jan. 29, 4:00 pm
Oi contact Dr. Benjamin Hadu, Du actor of Intern at tonal Studies, 653-4253
To place a classified 
ad, please call 
655-5237, The cost 
is $10 per week for 
up to 30 words.
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Teacher educates pupil as M SU knocks off WPG
by Brian Brodsky &  Nick Gantaif/s
Last night’s men’s basketball game 
against William Paterson College (6-9, 2- 
7) was more than a conferenee match-tip, 
it was the first time former MSI assistant 
and head interim coach Jose Rebimbas 
faced MSI I lead Coach \ ic k  DelTufo 
and his Red I lawks since taking over the 
head job at WP( ]. I )el I ufo and his squad 
came out the winners as they defeated the 
Pioneers in Wayne 77-75.
Leading the way for MSI (7-8, 4-5) 
was Rohan Sutherland (Miami, FL.)who 
led all scorers with 25 points. Sutherland 
w as9-14from the field and 4-6 from three 
point land. Transfer student Donnell 
Pauldo (Paterson) added 15 points w hile 
junior Vharu Jones (Tinton Falls) and 
freshman John Wcipz (Warctown) both 
contributed with 12 points. For the Pio­
neers, Jeff Lew is led his team with 19 
points and Justin Frederick and Fahecm 
Ciriner netted 17 points and 10 points
respectively.
In the second half, the Red Hawks 
outscorcd WPC 45-56 to pull away with 
the victory. As a team, MSI was 7-12 
f r o m 
t h r e  e 
p o i n t 
r a n g c 
a n d 
6 1 . 5 % 
from the 
f r e e  
t h r o w 
line.
T h e  
R e 
H a w k s  
f i na l l y  
c a p - 
t ii r c d
their first home win of the season on 
Saturday as they defeated win less 
Rutgers-Camdcn (0-11,0-7) 85-49.
In the victory, 11 Red I lawks scored as 
the team was led by Sutherland wholed all 
scorers with 20 points on seven of nine 
shooting. Sutherland was a perfect four of
four from 
t h r e c 
p o i n t  
range. At 
half-time 
the game 
was basi­
cally over 
as M SU 
led by 35 
p o i n t s .  
The Red 
11 a w k s 
scored 25 
of the first 
25 points 
in the game to extend Rutgers-Camden’s 
losing streak to 94 consecutive losses. 
Rutgers-Camden’s losing streak is an
NCAA record for all divisions.
flic men’s basketball team returned 
to action last Wednesday by losing to 
Rutgcrs-Newark (6-4, 5-3) 85-71. The 
contest featured four players from each 
team scoring in double figures . Leading 
the way for the Red I lawks was Jones who 
scored 19 points hitting on six of 13 shots 
and grabbing a team high 11 rebounds 
while Weipz contributed w ith 16 points.
The Red I lawks have a new face on 
the squad as sophomore guard Pauldo 
joined the team four games ago. Pauldo 
transferred to MSU from Shaw’ Univer­
sity, NC, and his presence has been felt 
immediately as he is averaging 10.5 points 
per game, 5.5 assists and 4.5 steals. Since 
his arrival, the Red I lawks are 2-2.
MSI has nine regular season games 
remaining on their schedule and all arc 
conferenee match-ups. MSU holds an 
advantage as five of their nine remaining 
games are home contests.
Nick Del info facer! las former asst. Jose Rebimbas, last iiig/it.
The Big 
East is still 
the beast
The Big Fast Conference this season 
features many talented teams with ex­
tremely talented athletics. Players such 
as Ccorgctow n’s Allen Iverson, 
Connecticut's double threat of Ray Allen 
and Dcron Scheffer along with Saint 
Johns’ Felipe Lopez and Villanova’s 
Kerry Kittles.
The last time a Big least team was 
represented in a National Champion­
ship game was in the ‘89-‘90 season 
w hen Scton 1 lall fell to Michigan in an 
overtime game. The talented athletes 
are in the conferenee, but the champi­
onship teams are not. In the past few 
years, the other conferences in the na­
tion seem to be getting bigger and bet­
ter. The ACC and even the Atlanctic 
fen conference are producing some 
talented athletes and strong teams that 
are advancing their.way far into the 64 
Tournament. The Big least’s problem 
is that they have no real “ big men” to 
lead and power there way to the rim. 
Georgetown's answer for a center is 
Othclla Harrington, who was a domi­
nant All-American center on the high 
school level. I larrington hasn’t lived up 
to his expectations when he came to
Georgetown. I Ie was supposed to be 
the next Patrick Ewing. I larrington is 
nowhere near the talent of past 1 lova 
superstars.
The East displays smaller players 
who arc looked upon to do all the 
scoring. When a point guard-scores 
most of your points during the regular 
season there’s nothing w rongwith that. 
If you rely on a point guard or another 
small position to lead the way to a 
championship game you’ll have a 
problem come tournament time.
St. John’s is under heat because 
they are not producing the way the 
experts predicted. I heir recruiting 
class last season was one of the best in 
the Big East and media and fans can’t 
understand why they are not as good 
as they should be. When Felipe Lopez 
signed with the Red Storm along with 
Zendon I lamilton and Tariq Turner, 
the nation believed St. Johns was in­
stant champions. RemcmbcrCollege 
Basketball fans, everything comes in 
time. That talented recruitingclass is 
only sophomores, they still have two 
years to produce a National Champi­
onship if they can all stay together.
Hockey, 
Baseball 
and Pizza 
Hot™
BOB
CZECHOWICZ
What is happening to the New Jer­
sey Devils? Aycaraftcrdominatingthc 
hockey world, the Devils are sucking it 
up and making themselves look bad. 
Really bad. Jacques Lemairc is thor­
oughly pissed at his team, and hasevery 
right to be. They are definitely not 
playing together, and just can’t seem to 
score goals. Even when they do man­
age to score some goals, the other team 
usually scores more, which usually re­
sults in a loss, actually, always results in 
a loss. That has been happening» lot to 
the Devils this year, and the way I see it, 
they have got a lot of hard work ahead of 
them if they want to repeat. To finish 
off this thought. I’d just like to say that 
the Devils doing bad doesn’t bother me 
that much, it’s the Rangers doing good 
that makes my stomach turn. 1 don’t 
like having my stomach turn.
So, did you hear the good news? You 
probably did hear some good news, so 
that question is kind of general and not 
very direct. Anyway, the news I’m 
talking about is of the approval to allow 
inter-league play in Major I .eague Base­
ball. This is a great idea, because many
major cities have two baseball teams, 
yet most of them are in different 
leagues. Having inter-league play will 
give fans a chance to see great rivalries 
born. Also, I have a strange feeling that 
the murder rate in New York City will 
go up by a drastic percentage, being 
that Yankee and Met fans will be in the 
same stadium cheering against each 
other. I lopefully, the schedule mak­
ers don’t let the Yanks and Mets play 
on the same day that the stadium is 
giving away free bats.
My pick for the Super Bow l: Dallas 
Cowboys. Reason: I work at Pizza 
I lut™ and Deion did that Pizza I hit™ 
commercial. (’ I his does not mean that 
I would take that McNcely guy over 
Mike Tyson.)
My pick for NCAA Championship: 
UMass. Reason: The Minutemen 
have a great record, great coach, and 
one of the best players in the country, 
Marcus Cambv. Once he comes back 
from his “injury” , he will dominate his 
opponents, much like he has been 
doing.
I lave a nice spring semester.
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The M o n tclario n 's Athlete 
of the Week
/
NAME: KIM KOVAR
YEAR: SENIOR
POS.: C E N T ER
Kim was named NJAO Player of the Week as she averaged 12.5 rebounds 
per game. Kim has also amasses nine consecutive double doubles includcing 
last night’s victory over WPC
Call the Red Hawks 
Sports Hotline for all 
of the latest and 
up-to-date 
information on your 
favorite MSU 
athletic team: 
(201) 655-7645.
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Women’s basketball drops first conference game
by lirifin Brodsky & Nick Gantaifis
The MSI women’s basketball team (9-4,7-1) dropped 
their first conference loss of the season last night as they 
fell to the Pioneers of William paterson College (9-5, 7- 
5) 59-57.
At the end of the first half, the Red I lawks w ere 
trailing 55-12, only to fight hack and tie the game late 
in the second half. Despite the loss, the second half 
w as all MSI as they outscorcd WPC 55-26. Leading 
the w ay for the Red I lawks was Wykcmia Kcllev 
(Paterson) who scored 14 points. Also contributing for 
MSI was Robyn Berrios (Union) who added 14 
points and senior center Kim Kovar (Hazlet) who 
poured in 15 points, 14 rebounds and 7 blocked shots. 
Last night’s performance hv Kovar was her sixth 
consecutive double-double and her ninth of the sea­
son. ( )vcrall the poor shooting by the Red I lawks cost 
them the game, as they shot a dismal 56% from the 
field. Prior to last night’s game, MSI owned a 51-8 
overall record against the Pioneers of WPC.
I his past Saturday, the women’s basketball team 
displayed their power, as six Red 1 lawks scored in 
double digits to defeat Rutgers-Camden (5-5,5-4) 75- 
68 .
The Red Hawks were led once again by freshman 
point guard Kelley who poured in 18 points on 11 of 
14 shooting from the foul line. Kovar contributed 
with her eighth double-double of the season and her 
fifth in a row as she scored 10 points and 11 rebounds. 
Coming off the bench, Jennifer Owens (Plainfield) 
added 15 points in M Sll’s fifth victory in a row.
I'he MSI! women’s basketball team continued to 
roll through the NJAC, as they opened the new year 
by defeating Rutgers-Newark (4-8,
Wednesday.
Kovar once again paved the w ay for the Red I lawks 
with 15 points, 15 rebounds and six blocked shots. 
MSI 's victory over Rutgers-Newark was its first game in
The ladies team in action during recent game with Stockton St.
almost a month, as they last played and defeated FDU- 
Madison back on December 15. In the victory over 
Rutgers-Newark, five M SI! players scored in double 
figures.
l or the first time this season, MSI ! swept the NJAC 
“Player of the Week” and “ Rookie of the Week” honors. 
Kovar was named “Player of the Week” as she scored 12 
points, 12.5 rebounds, 2.5 assistsand 5.5 blocks in captur­
ing the aw ard for the first time this season. Kovar is in 
third in the conference in reboundingwith 11.2 pergame 
and is in the top five in the nation w ith 4.08 blocks per 
game.
Kelley was named “ Rookie of the Week” for the third 
time this season, and was also named ECAC “Rookie of 
the Week” by averaging 15 points, six assists, six steals 
and 5.5 rebounds in the two MSU victories. Kelley is in 
second in the conference in assists and steals as she is 
averaging 5.08 assists and 5.75 steals.
The rebounding category for MSU hasn’t missed a 
step from last season as Kovar is leading the team with 
11.2 boards a game. Kovar has improved from last season 
as she was avcraging9.9 a year ago. The Red 1 lawks are 
also getting rebounding help from Berrios who is averag­
ing 6.7 rebounds per game. Berrios has nearly doubled 
her average from last year. I'he two guard positions 
which are played by 5’6 Heidi Klingcrt (Linwood) and 
5’1 Kelley arc averaging 5.5 and 6.5 rebounds per game. 
On the season, MSU is on the same record pace it set one 
year ago, averaging 50.5 boards a game.
MSU has only conference games remaining on their 
schedule and this is a plus as they hold a 190-57 all-time 
record versus NJAC teams. In fact, the Red I lawks have 
won 20 of their last 22 games versus conference oppo­
nents.2-5) 71-47 last
.l/.SY ' faired veil at the Hunter College invitational tournament.
by Nick Gantaifis
While most of the MSU students and 
faculty were enjoying their winter break, 
the Red I lawk wrestling team took the 
mat at the Hunter College Invitational 
placing fifth out of a 12 team tournament.
In the championship finals, 177 pound 
sophomore Scott Stepe (Wanaque) and 
Heavyweight freshman Barrett Cervetto 
(West Creek) captured second place as 
Stepe fell to Kean’s Ben Bivens 6-5 and 
Cervetto dropped a decision to Ron 
Xuklcy of Delaware \  alley 5-2.
In the consolation finals, MSU was 
represented by four wrestlers with junior 
Mike Del .uca(Lyndhurst)beingthconly 
third place winner. DcLuca decisioned 
Jason Kay of Kean 4-5, while DanGelata, 
Chris Rea (Weehawken) and Jason 
Velantc (Clifton) all lost in the consola­
tion finals.
The winner of the Hunter College 
Invitational was Delaware Valley as they 
scored 179 points. Delaware Valley had
five first place, two second place, two 
third place and one sixth place winner. 
MSU took fifth overall out of 12 teams in 
the tournament, posting 84 total points.
The most outstanding wrestler of the 
tournament went to Delaware Valley's 
Brandon Totten at 167. I'he fastest fall 
was recorded by MSI "s Celata at 150, as 
he pinned his opponent in 0:22.
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Stat o f the W eek:
Wykemia Kelley was named NJAC 
“Rookie of the Week” as she averaged 
15 points, 6 assists, 6 steals, and 5.5 
rebounds.
